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Dear Delegates,

It is my absolute honor and privilege in introducing to you all IMUN China 2019 which will be held from July 

28th till July 31st 2019 in Nanjing, China. I would love to have you all there and experience the international 

diplomacy where all the delegates assume the responsibilities and roles of UN representatives and other

International decision-makers. The delegates jointly with our staff will address the issues and challenges of 

grave concern that affect the world.

TheThe delegates become a part of the current world issues and work together to resolve those issues. The entire 

set-up is high-octane and aims at advancing the delegates into future leaders. The delegates get to familiarize 

themselves with the diplomatic environment and maneuver the discussions towards panacea.

The members of the IMUN committee are a cadre of dedicated and passionate people who have been selected 

after careful deliberations and their past Model UN experiences. The registrations for the event have been 

started. All the details about the conference, dates and the itinerary are now available on our official website.

PleasePlease do not be reluctant in asking us any questions and qualms that you have. The entire team and I are 

always there to answer your queries. I look forward to seeing you all at the conference.

In service and leadership,

Mohneesh Bhardwaj

Executive Chairman - IMUN 2019
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ABOUT INTERNATIONAL MODEL UNITED NATIONS

International Model United Nations (IMUN) is a traveling conference that brings youth together from around 

the world to learn and share ideas from a diverse set of experiences and backgrounds where the Executive 

board, International Press and International Delegates consolidate to learn about diplomacy, international re-

lations, and the United Nations. 

At IMUN, delegates gain insight into the United Nations and the dynamics of international relations by assum-

ing the roles of UN representatives and members of other international bodies and national cabinets.Interna-

tional MUN is an exciting opportunity to debate issues that confront world leaders, to draft resolutions in re-

sponse to the global issues and work with others who are equally motivated and passionate about the topics 

of debate. The longevity and dynamic that only a conference of our size can achieve, makes IMUN one of the 

preeminent simulation of UN in the world. 

True to the spirit of the United Nations, IMUN strives to foster a constructive forum for open dialogue on com-

plex global issues, including international peace and security and economic and social progress. IMUN stress-

es the in-depth examination and resolution of pressing issues by emphasizing the process over results. How-

ever, with great powers come great responsibilities. There are limitations to negotiations especially when in-

ternational diplomacies and great interests are involved. We hope through IMUN, students learn the impor-

tance of balancing national interests with the needs of the international communit
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Develop deeper knowledge on current global
issues and improve critical thinking.

Strengthen their diplomacy skills and
develop ideas to solve current international
problems.

Improve researching, public speaking,
debating and writing skills in addition to critical
thinking, teamwork and leadership abilities.

Differentiate between the parliament and the
UN, while distinguishing power struggle from
diplomacy.

Improve international exposure by gaining
experiences from delegates across the world.

č

OBJECTIVES
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Working collectively is a skill that IMUN abides by and believes yields positive result. Hence presenting, our 

collaboration with one of the biggest MUN in China, NKMUN for IMUN CHINA 2019.

Nanking Model United Nations (NKMUN) is a Model United Nations Conference orienting to the middle school 

students worldwide. Over the past nine years, twelve conferences have been successfully held, involving more 

than 9000 participants.

NKMUN keeps in mind the genuine responsibility and mission it has . It’s motto is best described as: to help 

cultivate global citizens with critical thinking and humanistic notion.

InIn NKMUN, apart from the UN committees, there are innovative special committees, such as Business Summit, 

and model Chinese Government System, all of which provide a chance for the delegates to have a further com-

prehension of global society. Just like a conference dedicates to citizen education, NKMUN does it’s best to 

give every delegate opportunity to gain knowledge and have progress here.

The constant efforts by NKMUN has enable it to become a high-quality international conference. They take 

pride in providing the delegates with an unforgettable experience with professional and international plat-

form, promoting aspiration, responsibility, critical thinking, with global view as their long-term goal. During 

the conference, academic team and delegates with diverse cultural backgrounds come together for various cul-

tural communication activities. This is organised with a belief that every delegate will enjoy such a wonderful 

intellectual communication of different thoughts and cultures
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Topic: In the Nightmare of Holocaust: Rwanda
Marcus: So when I grow up, my I.D. card will say "Hutu"?
Augustin: Yes. But one day, I hope that it will just say “Rwandan”.
-Sometimes in April
OnOn the evening of April 6, 1994, a plane carrying Habyarimana and Burundian Pres. Cyprien Ntaryamira was 
shot down over Kigali killing everyone on board. Hutu extremists were thought to be responsible for it. The or-
ganized killing of Tutsi and moderate Hutu began that night, led by Hutu extremists. Prime Minister Agathe 
Uwilingiyimana, a moderate Hutu, was assassinated the next day, Her murder was part of a campaign to elimi-
nate moderate Hutu or Tutsi politicians, and thus allowing for the formation of an interim government of Hutu 
extremists assembled by Col. Théoneste Bagosora. The speaker of the National Development Council, Theo-
dore Sindikubwabo, became the interim president.
And that is just the beginning of a nightmare. 

The mass killings in Kigali quickly spread from that city to the rest of Rwanda, with some 800,000 people 
slaughtered over the next three months. They were targeting members of the minority Tutsi community, as 
well as their political opponents, irrespective of their ethnic origin.

A year after US troops were killed in Somalia, the US was determined not to get involved in another African 
conflict. The Belgians and most UN peacekeepers pulled out after 10 Belgian soldiers were killed. Rwanda's 
current president has accused France of taking part in the massacres - a charge denied by Paris.

DelegatesDelegates across the globe, now is your chance to restore the law and order on this very land in Central Africa, 
and liberate the people plunged into an abyss of suffering.

Đ

1. UNSC AND UNHRC JOINT COMMITTEES
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For centuries, we humans have been following existing paradigms for problem solving and devel-

opment. The digital revolution that started in 1940’s boosted the entire development process. 

What once seemed unimaginable was now within reach. Several revolutionary technologies have 

reached pinnacle, and some have converged, touching the lives of billions. However, along with 

technical miracles we got some issues of grave concern. The ways in which the technologies are 

designed and disseminated has lead to multiple consequences. For example a cell phone may be 

used as a handy instrument that connects everyone, making the world a global village, but on the 

flipflip side it can be a medium through which the hackers may steal your personal information. Data 

breaches, Internet privacy, freedom of speech, and conflicts among international companies have 

become a serious threat to privacy as well as harmony in society. These issues have successfully 

raised intense debates among the social community.  

To solve these severe problems, government and company representatives in our conference must 

redefine their position in the digital world. How to find a balance between technological innova-

tions, data issues and politics while also solving current problems is what the delegates in our 

conference will be mainly discussing about.   

đ

2. WORLD INTERNET CONFERENCE 2019
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The Arctic, one of the few last pieces of pure lands on this planet, is in danger. The fatalistic global 

warming is threatening the coastal areas within the Arctic Circle but also other areas around the 

globe; industrial pollution synthetic waste, overfishing and over mining are further harming the 

fragile ecosystem of the region. The effects of these have been detrimental and have left the re-

sources for our future generations in scanty amounts. This calls for an urgent need of sustainable 

development plan.

The expected outcome of this committee should be a draft resolution which serves as a feasible 

and practical draft solution including reconstruction and measures to creating viable internation-

al frameworks for the management of resources. The delegates during the conference enjoy the 

same right in the voting of all procedural matters, which means no matter the country you are rep-

resenting is or is not an arctic country, you could join the discussion with full rights.

This is a matter of emergency. If we don’t act right now, then the giant icy land would eventually 

be a victim of atrocities committed by mankind. Join us at the Arctic Council and work together for 

a better future.
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3. ARCTIC COUNCIL
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PARTICIPANTS / VENUE
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TIMELINE AND SCHEDULE
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TERMS AND CONDITIONS
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TERMS AND CONDITIONS
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All the delegates are expected to wear formal clothing for the various events organized at IMUN 
China 2019.

ĉč

DRESS CODE (FORMAL)
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International MUN will provide the following awards honored to the best performing delegates in 

each committee served such as:

1. The Best Delegate

2. The Most Outstanding Delegate

3. The Honorable Mention

4.The Best Position Paper

5. The Best Speech

6. The Best Standpoint

77. The Best Documentation

ĉĎ

AWARDS
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www.internationalmun.org

info@internationalmun.org

@international_mun

facebook.com/internationalmun2018
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